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NIANTIC’S follow-up to the
massively successful Pokémon
Go is already looking like a smash in
tthe UK.
They have moved on to another

My Friend Pedro
Switch and PC £17.99
skateboard or being able to kick knives
at enemies as they fall through the air.
The game is always egging you on to
use these mechanics to land more and
more crazy kills as you move from room
to room. You get a fun arsenal of guns
and you can dual wield them to split your
aim. If you are falling down a lift shaft
with enemies on both sides you can go
into bullet time and
split your aim to the left
and right in a beautiful
aerial show of carnage.
Behind the body
count there is a story —
you are a masked hero
who wakes up in a
backroom of a butcher
shop before Pedro
turns up to tell you to

get your revenge. It’s a wafer thin and
not amazing, but it’s a frame. Oh, did we
say Pedro is a talking banana? Yeah, that
about covers a story that can’t even be
saved by some seriously funny jokes.
There is a crisp, colourful look to the
game and when bullet time kicks in
everything looks really good.
The soundtrack is also a banger —
very bass heavy.
If there is a gripe it is that this is a play
it and it’s done affair. The leader boards
only appear after the
credits roll.
This is a true love
child of modern-day
action flicks and epic
game mechanics.
It’s over the top and
brutal, but it is a blast
. . . literally.
HHHHH
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Seesaw thrills
THE joy and strength of being an
indie studio is that you can take a
gamble on something the over AAA
outfits’
shareholders
would
consider too high-risk.
Italian developers Lunar Great
Wall Studios have proved the point
with Another Sight. Initially, it looks
like a puzzle platformer but it
actually has a really interesting and
touching core tale.
It is 1899 London and there is a
real steampunk vibe as you are a
young girl called Kit. She is virtually
blind but certain sounds allow her to
see certain points of the world.
Kit is joined by a ginger moggy
called Hodge who helps her along
the journey. You can play as the cat
at different points.
The game has a surreal feel at
times — it’s almost a fairy-tale Alice
In Wonderland vibe but, in an
interesting twist, you meet real
historical figures along the way like
Claude Monet, Nikola Tesla and
Thomas Edison.
It is a gripping enough tale to pull
you through a five-hour adventure
that’s as much about trust as
anything else, and have some
hankies close by because it can
get emotional.
That puzzle platformer element
will have you pushing and pulling
objects, flipping switches and
jumping around to move Kit forward.
The levels are OK, although they
can be a bit run of the mill and not
too challenging. You also have to
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GRAN Turismo fans
have been praying for
rain to hit the game — and
they have their wish.
Almost 20 months after
Gran Turismo
Sport came out, it
is going to get
damp.
A new video
shows pro sim
racer Coque

Another Sight

Xbox One, PS4, Switch and PC
£24.99
bear in mind that because Kit can’t
see she moves very, very slowly.
That can strangle the momentum.
On top of that, Hodges’ jumps are
a bit hit and miss because you need
to grab pipes and edges . . . and he
is a cat.
We would also question why,
when you can play two characters,
there is no co-op. That would have
been a really interesting move.
There is a charming art style with
the tale mostly being told through
pre-rendered cut scenes that have a
really hand-painted vibe.
The main game gives you an air of
wonderment as it embraces the
steampunk and fairy-tale vibe. The
lighting is outstanding and the
sound sets the tone really well.
The voice acting is also a good
standard throughout and helps
bring the more touching moments of
your journey to life.
This is what indie games should
be all about — trying something
different and pushing boundaries.
The subject matter and the
gameplay are excellent.
The gripes are that the controls
are poor and the price is very high
for a game of this length . . . but not
high enough for us not to recommend you having a look..
HHHú
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Lopez lapping the Red Bull
Ring in a Peugeot RCZ Gr.B
rally car . . . in the rain.
GT Sport currently has just
one damp track setting so
wet circuits will
shake things up.
No arrival date
yet, but if they are
showing it in
action it can’t be
far away.

NAMCO
Bandai have
announced the
One Punch Man will
get his own fighting
game called One Punch
Man: A Hero Nobody
Knows on PS4 and
Xbox One. No word
on release date
just yet.
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NUMSKULL Designs have teamed
up with Bandai Namco for the
second instalment in its Quarter Arcades
range.
The new follows the success of the Pac
Man cabinet and the
new arcade wonder will
be a Galaga cabinet
which will be a full-on
playable quarter-scale
replica complete with
artwork, buttons and
joystick. Numskull have

MASSIVE Warhammer fan JeanGeorges Levieux reckons he has
the perfect job.
The EKO Software games
director has been hands-on with
Warhammer: Chaosbane and
struggles to keep the smile off his
face as he talks about it.
He told STUART CULLEN: “The
Warhammer Fantasy setting is one
of the most iconic settings in the
wargaming, pen and paper and
videogame mediums.
“It’s an IP that isn’t afraid to
tackle mature themes and
combines humour with tragedy in
a very interesting way.
“Naturally, the IP showcases an
impressive cast of races, deities
and antagonists, making for an
extensive pantheon of Chaos
abominations for players to fight.
“Add a deep and detailed lore
spanning decades and you pretty
much have the right ingredients to
make an action-packed,
story-driven action RPG
that appeals to both
Warhammer fans and players looking for a fresh take
on the genre.”
Now,
Jean-Georges,
right, insists he is just
living the dream as part
of the production
team.
He added: “Creating
an action RPG in a
medieval fantasy world is a dream
for many developers. So, when the
Warhammer licence was offered
to us, everyone was really excited
because many of the team are fans
of the universe, and it allowed us to
combine both an action RPG with
Warhammer.
“Also, it was a way for us to have
a new take on the universe, as
Warhammer 40,000 already had
action RPGs.”
But when it came to crafting the
story Jean-Georges sought help
from the best source.
He said: “We knew from the
beginning that we wanted to work
with an author from Games
Workshop’s Black Library — the
publishing
house
for
all
Warhammer books.
“That would be someone who
could tell a unique tale on a vast
universe. We worked with Mike
Lee, a renowned Warhammer
author, to create the core story of
the game.
“Our story begins as the
Empire just recovers from the

Great War against Chaos, a famous chapter of the Fantasy Battles
universe. As a new threat arises,
this is where players will have their
part to play: stop the Empire of
Man from falling into the grasp of
Chaos, as enemies are launching
a desperate attack towards Magnus, the newly crowned emperor.”
The team also got plenty of
support
from
the
Games
Workshop. Jean-Georges added:
“We’ve worked very closely with
the Games Workshop licensing
team, on a daily basis.
“We made sure to respect the
licence and all of its components:
lore, characters and enemies
design, locations… because we
know their fans have such a strong
love to the franchise.”
That attention to detail brought
its own pressure because the
team wanted to attract newcomers
to the universe. Jean-Georges
said: “The perfect balance
was a plot that could be
understood by anyone,
with just the right amount
of Warhammer characters
and easter eggs so the fans
would be pleased by the
story we are trying to tell.”
That philosophy was
also used when it
came to the monsters
and
demons.
He
added: “The universe is
massive, so we couldn’t put
everything into a single game.
“We had to choose what to
include, and we quickly focused
on Chaos with its four gods, its
unique characteristics, the bestiary and the colours.
“Above all, we needed to be very
faithful to the franchise, so we
could work with enemies who are
already in the game and who have
some interesting skills.
“We have the Horrors of
Tzeentch, the Pink Horrors which
spawn and multiply when they die;
Chaos Spawn, which explode
when they die; and Nurglings,
which are tiny creatures that
swarm and pile up on top of each
other to create little creature
mountains.”
Despite the desire to stick to the
Warhammer culture, the team
have left their mark. Jean-Georges
said: “This is actually the first
A-RPG based on this universe.
And, as fans of the setting, we
hope we injected our passion
into it.”

THE
Warhammer Warhammer Chaosbane
universe has been a Xbox One, PS4 and PC £49.99
part of the table-top Warhammer fan then you’ll
to meet and talk to a
gaming landscape get
number of characters you’ll
for decades.
recognise from the table-top
Fans love the detailed
figures and epic models.

It’s no secret that it’s not
the cheapest of pastimes
when you factor in the kits,
paints and rule books.
And you need the time
and space to actually
play the game.
So it’s no wonder that
they
went
into
gaming. Now, it
feels like there is
a
new
Warhammerthemed game out
every
other
month.
Chaosbane is
the latest to
join the party.
The
Eko
Software
Action-RGP
brings
swords and spells to
the fantasy world.
If you have played
last
year’s
Warhammer
40,000:
Inquisitor — Martyr
then you’ll have a
good
idea
about
what’s in store for
you here.
The tale is penned by
official
Games
Workshop
writer Mike Lee and focuses
on having to battle the
forces of Chaos who are set
to unleash their largest ever
invasion on the world.
It’s up to four different
heroes to grab their swords,
bows and magic sticks and
get ready for one hell of a
fight.
If
you’re
a

EXCLUSIVE
INTERVIEW

also shown the road map for the six that
are planned for the next 18 months.
There will be the likes of Ms. PAC-MAN
and Galaxian coming this November and
Track & Field, Dig Dug and Space
Invaders coming throughout 2020.
The Galaga cabinets
will be £129.99 and are
available to pre-order
numskull.com/galagaarcade-cabinet/
They hope to ship this
September.

A
RANGE of
board-game adapations are coming
for Paradox titles like
Crusader Kings II and
Cities: Skyline. Skylines
is due in October and
you can build a city
or tag-team
challenges.

much-loved series with Harry Potter:
Wizards Unite.
The new AR mobile title plays a lot
like Pokémon Go, but you battle with
monsters while picking up bonuses.
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IT’S fair to say No Man’s Sky
split gamers and it had a rocky
first few months.
But it spawned a hardcore
following and The No Man’s Sky

HAMMER
TIME FOR
HEROES

‘Great to be part
of this universe’

IF you were blown away by the likes of
John Wick 3 or The Equalizer on the big
screen then My Friend Pedro brings you
the gaming equivalent.
Swedish
developer
DeadToast
Entertainment have created a 2D action
pack shooter where the skill is in the kill
and being cool reigns supreme.
This is a short but sweet arcade
blaster clocking in about four hours
where kills boost your score and the
fun is finding different ways to rack up
the points.
It’s like the team has thrown every cool
action movie idea in a blender, ramped it
all up a level . . . and then set it on fire.
Don’t believe us? Imagine having to
clear a room in a hail of bullets
in slow-motion then jump on a skateboard and role on to the next one. Get
the picture?
Then you get new and interesting
elements to spice things up — the
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IT’S no secret that highstreet retailer GAME has
been on the ropes for a while
thanks to the rise in digital
games. But Sports Direct
owner Mike Ashley has now
agreed a
£51.9million
takeover.
With GAME’s
bricks-and-mortar

video game sales struggling
it has tried to reposition itself
with its Belong gaming arenas tapping into the growing
eSports market. GAME said it
sees “significant
opportunity” with
Belong, and the
deal will offer
increased financial and operating
support.

l
1 Crash Team Racing
Nitro-Fueled
2 FIFA 19
3 Forza Horizon 4
4 Days Gone
5 Red Dead
Redemption 2

side which is a nice touch.
There is also plenty of lore.
On the whole the tale
does a good job in setting
the scene and explaining
why
you’re
slaying
an
endless number of monsters
and demons.
It has a Diablo style to it
— you pick a solider, high
elf, dwarf and a wood elf.
Each
has
their
own
combat style, set of
attacks and gear so
finding which one best
suits your style is half
the fun. That said —
and this is not a
spoiler — the solider
is the weakest of the
bunch. You will thank
us for that.
As for the core gameplay
loop, it’s a simple but
additive affair as you hack
and slash your way around
looking
for
bigger
and
better loot as you move
through the procedurallygenerated dungeons.
It all builds up nicely to a
finale that is ramped up to
11 on the excitement scale.
But with each fight you’ll
upgrade your gear to get

GUY Beahm — aka Dr
Disrespect — is on a rollercoaster ride.
His Twitch channel copped a
14-day ban after an incident at E3
involving a live stream and a
public bathroom.
But Twitch has now
announced they will be
reinstating the channel.
But to be fair, Guy didn’t
seem to take the ban very
seriously — while he was

that bit better as well as
getting points to spend on a
number of skill trees which
make you stronger.
It’s worth noting there are
a LOT of things that go
bump in the night — there
are more than 70 monsters
to rip through.
Anyone who has seen the
models
will
have
high
expectations for the world
in the game and it doesn’t
disappoint.
It is dark, moody and
packed with detail. There
are a few nice effects for
spells and attacks.
However, the voice action
— did not impress us. To
say it fails to hit the
spot
is
an
understatement.
The soundtrack pulls
it back a bit and it
echoes that strong and
dark vibe.
The combat will also
be controversial. It is
very much a spamming
moves
affair
that
is
governed by a number of
power bars.
You need to fill up a
special bar before you can
unleash a really powerful
attack.
So, for the most part,
you’ll be pounding the same
two or three attacks over
and over which does grind
a bit. To be fair, that is an
issue that affects all actionRPGs.
If you’re a Warhammer
fan or like magical over
futuristic action then get
this now.
Rope in three mates either
on or offline and you have
a solid slasher looter to fill
your day.
HHHH
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banned, he posted an E3 recap
video, poking fun at Ninja’s new
figures and made new emotes of
himself in a bathroom stall.
This isn’t the first time he has
been posted missing from
streaming — he took a break
to deal with some personal
issues a few years ago. Then
he returned to a recordbreaking stream.
Can we expect the same
on his return this time?
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subreddit have praised Hello
Games’ hard work on improving the
game since launch. The group has
even bought a billboard outside
Hello’s offices to say thanks.

NEW
MUSIC

By Jim Gellatly

FLYING BY MIRRORS

WHERE: Glasgow
WHO: Kieran Brown (vocals), Aidan
Curran (guitar), Callum McCulloch
(guitar), Jamie Cowan (bass), Ross
Cowan (drums)
FOR FANS OF: Catfish And The Bottlemen, The Sherlocks, Bastille
JIM SAYS: To say Flying By Mirrors
were going through a transition the
first time I saw them is an understatement.
On the day of the gig at Nice N
Sleazy in Glasgow in March 2016
they announced that their singer
Katie had left the band.
Somehow, they still managed to
pull it together with a talented singer
called Eleanor stepping in at the last
minute.
It would have been all to easy for
them to pull out, but I’m thankful they
didn’t. My daughter Jasmine was
involved in promoting the gig as part
of her college course.
Kieran soon stepped in as the permanent vocalist and the band have
continued to impress. Aidan said:
“After auditioning many singers we
found that Kieran had the voice and
more importantly the personality
that we wanted in the band.”
Originally formed by school
friends Aidan and Callum in Rutherglen near Glasgow, Jamie soon
came on board with his brother Ross
later replacing the original bass
player. Flying By Mirrors have
released five singles with the current
line-up, first debuting with the
impressive indie pop of Kalopsia in
2016. Last year’s Fame & Fortune
saw them dip their toes into slightly
heavier territory with shades of The
Cult and later Stone Roses.
Recent release Take Me Home
builds into another rocker, while
retaining an indie edge. Ross said:
“We got better as we went on and
started to gel as one.
“With our ever-changing music
tastes we are constantly inspired by
new music that we hear.
“That might cause us to write a
less heavy song or more of a dancey
one.”
They’ve actually done that with
their up-coming single Live In The
Moment. Their poppiest track yet, it
takes them to a different level. A
cracking singalong number full of
melody with jangly guitars complimenting the driving rhythm. It has
the marks of a future classic.
Aidan said: “It’s a song we have
had in our live set for a while but
haven’t really gotten around to
recording it until now.
“The song itself is about being
spontaneous and not really doing
the norm.
“Just allowing yourself to take the
time to appreciate each moment
and everything around it.”
The lads played a headline show
at King Tut’s in Glasgow on Friday.
Jamie added: “We plan to keep on
recording and writing new material
as well as playing more live shows.
We are a really live band and we all
love playing live.”
MORE:
facebook.com/
FlyingByMirrors
lJim presents a weekly showcase
of New Music on Amazing Radio
Sundays 2-4pm.
amazingradio.com
.jimgellatly.com
PHOTO: Robyn Hay

Watch a video of the band
at: thescottishsun.co.uk

